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Q1: Please outline or describe situations in which agility in work management has 
increased speed to market with products, marketing campaigns, services, or process 
changes.  

The TMO Marketing department has increased nearly 200% in size in the last year. 
Because of the quick growth and business complexities it was imperative for us to have a 
tool that provided a single source of truth for all marketing campaigns. Our organization 
uses Workfront as its primary single intake and work management for all marketing 
support requests.  
 
We drive a highly integrated workflow from strategy through planning and execution. Our 
national campaigns begin as a single request, which spawn multiple requests for each 
supporting channel. These channels manage their workflows through Workfront projects, 
with the end result being a packaged group of reportable requests and projects that can 
be attributed to specific campaign initiatives. Executive leadership uses WF to check the 
status, condition, health of every marketing campaign, and relies on the reporting 
functionality to do capacity planning and resourcing.  
 
The teams are hungry for organization and the ability to quantify their work, which is 
enabled by this platform. We had a need to bring calm to the chaos of modern-day work 
management. An important key in streamlining efforts and improving communication was 
the on-boarding of the legal department. The only way to get legal to approve campaigns 
and campaign details is to submit a request through Workfront. This leads all parties to 
rest-assured that there will be no version control issues or unapproved content being 
deployed. This also gives legal the confidence that the work is being managed in one, 
secure area, which is especially necessary for legal compliance and auditing. 

Q2: Include a high-level description of how your company is using a work management 
platform to effectively manage complex business processes from a single point of truth.  

Our working teams utilizing the platform for their daily work management have a single 
source by which work reaches them; effectively eliminating unintegrated and unapproved 
hallway asks. This gives confidence to the producers that they are working on materials 
that can be attributed to a campaign to show value of the work they have done.  
 
In order to drive a truly integrated support model, we have ventured beyond Marketing to 
include other major departments of the enterprise, including Retail and Accessories.  



 
 
The model we developed has the ability to be scaled, and we have many teams lined up 
for 2020 on-boarding.  
 
Our roadmap includes the continuous exploration and expansion outside of the Marketing 
organization to groups like Corporate Communications, Diversity & Inclusion, Media, and 
on-boarding outside creative agencies.  The integrated engagement of agencies is 
particularly crucial to eliminate the duplicity of status and tracking documents/tools. It will 
also aid in prioritization & planning, and creative review tracking, which all equates to our 
company saving money. We are also looking to establish a strong relationship with our 
Product and Technology partners to bring Workfront in as an Enterprise tool into their 
“toolbox.”   
 
A few fun stats:   

● User Base grew to 3800 active users   
● Average 300 projects per month [up from average of 80 (275% increase!)]  
● Average 1200 requests per month   
● 80% of the marketing organization is actively participating in the centralized 

platform, up from 10% a year ago   
● We have logged over 80,000 user sessions! 

Q3: Please describe examples of how your work management solution has improved 
client experience as a result of better communications, improved levels of service, and/or 
quicker resolution times.  

Our clients are our leadership team, the internal lines of business for whom we track 
campaigns, and our production teams. Our solution has created “one stop shopping” for 
leadership to easily locate an approved campaign needing supporting work from 
marketing.  Leadership is able to monitor how all of the campaign work is progressing and 
review the creative that will be deployed to market. This centralized point of reference 
replaces multiple modes of communication like email, shared workbooks, and disparate 
ticketing systems. Our creative production teams have a clear prioritization model on all 
of their work requests since all their work can be contributed back to an approved and 
prioritized initiative. We provide a platform to help teams to manage their daily incoming 
work through a single source; effectively eliminating unintegrated and unapproved 
hallway asks.  This gives confidence to the producers that they are working on materials 
that can be attributed to a campaign to show value of the work they have done.   
 
As a MarComm Tools & Operations team, our goal is to understand the unmet needs, 
existing problems, and opportunities for improvement, to then use that information in 
determining requirements for the build. Our build and configuration of the platform are 
heavily dependent on us understanding where operational gaps lie. To uncover these 
uncomfortable spaces, we build relationships and trust with our partners at all levels 
within their respective business units.   
 



 
Our success with requirements gathering and process mapping is largely dependent on 
our team adding value through insight and understanding, and by making decisions on 
priorities and focus.  We follow the guidelines below anytime we on-board a new team:   

● Set the vision by helping the team understand how their work fits within the larger 
design  

● Identify the team’s needs and opportunities (cross-functionally and within their 
team)  

● Prioritize all potential opportunities based on business impact   
● Determine what needs are best served by the application  
● Listen FIRST, then build solutions around unmet needs  
● Test the solution for acceptance before finalizing the build   
● Train and onboard the team into the tool   
● Follow-up to ensure success in implementation and adoption 

Q4: Please outline or describe situation(s) where collaboration between cross-functional 
and cross-operational teams has allowed your business to pivot strategies quickly based 
on new information or data.  

Our centralized model allows for control over change-orders in a way that cascades 
information to the “need to know” group quickly and efficiently.  Stakeholders know that 
the truth is always in Workfront and rumors on strategy or date changes can always be 
verified within the platform.   
 
Having a single, real time, and high-level overview of the support for a given campaign 
allows our leadership to see its high-level scope and easily drill down into the details of 
individual tactics. Previously, collecting this information to make informed decisions would 
have required multiple individuals, forums of communication, and latency in timing. The 
collections and context around all of the work is now happening via reporting to a 
controlled group of individuals.   
 
We now have the ability to turn around projects in a massively reduced amount of time. 
Generally, we have eliminated the need to constantly align calendars for simple status 
meetings or sending out multiple emails that get lost in the shuffle.   
 
Workfront also facilitates our in-house creative production which reduces agency spend 
and redundancies in efforts. It was important for us to “quantify the swirl,” in order to cut 
down on costs. Through reporting, we are now able to bring visibility and context around 
the number of review rounds in a campaign by tracking review cycle times and reasons. 
We can now review the time, reasoning, and potential cost of continuing with revisions… 
all in real time. 


